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TEXTUAL DEGENERATION OF ELlZABETHAN 
AND STUART PLAYS: AN EXAMINATION 
OF PLAYS IN MANUSCRIPT 
ET ME begin by stating as clearly as I can the purpose 
l . 4  of this exploratory study. I t  has seemed to me that in 
accounting for variation among Elizabethan and post-Eliza- 
bethan dramatic texts too little weight has been given to 
the activities of prompters and actors as compared with those 
of printers and copyists. According to R. B. McKerrow and 
Evelyn Albright,l the incompetence of printers has been 
greatly exaggerated, and the defense they offer seems sound 
and just, and, as for copyists, they seem, as a class, to have 
been the most efficient of those who worked on plays. On the 
other hand, the conditions of play production, now, in the 
Elizabethan age and in general, are such as not only to pro- 
voke alteration of texts but to necessitate it. The simplest in- 
vestigation of the history of Shakespeare on the stage (and 
on the screen) will reveal habitual and not infrequently vio- 
Ient modifications of his texts and even of his intentions. A 
visit to a production lot will convince any visitor that the pro- 
ducer feels free to alter the script without any reference to 
the author or what he has written. I remember a conversa- 
tion in 1908 with Eugene Walter, whose Paid in Full was then 
en uogue, and of hearing him describe without the least of- 
fense, indeed with pride, the great changes made in his play 
when it was produced on Broadway, Stage aIterations are 
and have been since the Elizabethan age and before the 
merest commonplace and by no means inconsiderable. Not- 
withstanding this fact, critics of Elizabethan dramatic texts 
have usually proceeded on a strictly documentary basis as if 
they had to do with classical or ancient Hebrew works passed 
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down from copyist to copyist, copyist to printer, and printer 
to printer. The point is that the chain of succession was 
broken by an extraneous force. Neither copyist nor composi- 
tor, however faulty their work may sometimes have been, 
had usually any desire to make changes as such, whereas ac- 
tors had and still have professional needs and personal mo- 
tives for making them. 
A great deal of work has been done on the classification 
of printed plays, and the subject is fairly well misunderstood. 
Most of it is highly speculative. Indeed, for the most part it 
rests on unsupported speculation, and that habit of conjec- 
ture has resulted in such confusion that it may be said that 
it is now almost impossible to construct a definitive text of 
any Elizabethan play of which there exist more than one 
early version. The examination of the field cannot, however, 
claim to be complete until all plays in manuscript have been 
subjected to scrutiny. That is the purpose of the investiga- 
tion reported in this paper. I t  is necessary also to state the 
basis of procedure. In order to classify the documents under 
consideration it is necessary to determine on the basis of 
existing evidence what kinds or forms of plays the conditions 
of the time and the practices of dramatic enterprise actually 
brought into existence. If we can establish such a set of facts, 
we shall have the criteria necessary for the task. That task is 
to examine a11 available plays in manuscript in order to see 
what evidence they supply of theatrical modifications of 
dramatic texts.2 
There would be, first of all, an author's original manuscript. 
Such documents seem to have been referred to during the 
period under consideration as the author's "foul papers." Of 
a given play they would be in textual matters authentic and 
final as distinguished from neat and orderly. I hope there is 
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no Shakespeare scholar left alive whose adulation would 
cause him to deny that the &st manuscript of Shakespeare 
himself would be to some degree disordered. In the second 
place, the foul papers might be of two sorts: the foul papers 
of a new play and those of a revision. Again I hope that no 
living scholar will reject the many times multiplied evidence 
that Shakespeare, as well as Ben Jonson and other play- 
wrights, did revise his plays. It is obvious that the manuscript 
of a play that had been worked over and greatly changed, 
although after a fashion still legible, might need to be re- 
copied for submission to the censor and for the use of the 
comp~my.~ 
Thirdly, there would also come into existence by custom 
and necessity a transcript of the author's original manuscript. 
Indeed, the very idea of the foul papers calls for a clean copy. 
Such a copy would be demanded for submission to the censor 
and, having been submitted to the censor and his require- 
ments compIied with, would become the licensed playbook 
of the theatrical company for which it had been written. In 
preparation for staging, players' parts and possibly a plat 
would be prepared, and the prompter would mark the manu- 
script in such a way that it would serve his needs when the 
play was acted on the stage. Most playwrights would supply 
stage directions, but they would ordinarily not be suaciently 
practical to suit the prompter's needs. I t  is agreed that he 
would be careful to note entrances, stage properties needed 
in the action; also music and offstage noises. If we may judge 
from the facsimile of Believe as You List, the prompter did 
not concern himself with stage directions that pertained to 
the interpretation of plays. 
In  the fourth place, indeed beginning with the original 
markings of the clean copy by the prompter, we have a sug- 
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gestion of another class of dramatic versions, namely, stage 
versions. They would, however, hardly be so defined unless 
such plays had been cut down and definitely adapted to an- 
other stage than that for which they had been ~ r i t t e n . ~  This 
situation appears in the group of plays that A. W. Pollard 
called "bad" quartos. The theories that would account for 
such shortened and more or less stage-worn plays, although 
widely accepted, are lacking in factual support and need not 
concern us at this time. I t  should, however, be stated that 
effects of stage use vary in amount according no doubt to the 
experience of the play, All of the texts of the First Folio of 
1623 for which there are documents for comparison show 
stage alteration in varying degrees, and in that fact there is 
a proof of the universality of stage iduence on acted plays. 
Stage degeneration is not now confined to Pollard's original 
list of five plays. The list has been very greatly, although not 
always wisely, e~tended.~ The evidences are so general that 
one may say that stage alteration appears in all plays that 
have been acted on the stage. We content ourselves, how- 
ever, with cases where the facts can be definitely ascertained. 
Finally, it is abundantly clear from the play manuscripts 
we are about to examine that a considerable number of plays 
were transcribed for presentation to private persons. Some of 
them are transcripts of stage versions or prompt-books, others 
of clean copies and still others from foul papers. The manu- 
script of Bonduca, for example, was copied from foul papers, 
several are from clean copies, others are the actual playbooks 
of dramatic companies, and at least one, John of Bordeaux, 
was copied, like the manuscript book of The  Battle of Alca- 
xar, from a badly degenerated stage version. Some transcripts 
for private persons were apparently copies from one another. 
This appears clearly in A Game at Chess and in William 
Cartwright's The  Royal 
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It has been possible under the conditions described above 
to ascertain the state and classification of forty-eight plays 
in manuscript. Thirty of these can in the state of the case 
yield no results, since there exist no versions or texts with 
which these manuscript versions can be compared. Several 
of them invite speculation, but the ruin of dramatic scholar- 
ship in the field of Elizabethan and Stuart drama has been 
for the last forty years unsupported conjecture, and one 
would not add to that mass and mess. There remain eight- 
een plays in manuscript that seem to be cases in 
It happens that there are preserved no less than ten manu- 
script plays by Beaumont and Fletcher and that there are 
two publications of plays by these authors or groups of au- 
thors in folio, that of 1647 and that of 1679. These plays thus 
constitute an interesting special group that we shall take up 
first. As for three of them, Sir John van Olden Ba?-nevelt8 was 
first published by Bullen in 1883; The Faitlzful Friendsg was 
first published by Weber in 1812; and 30nduca~~  is an im- 
perfect copy by Ralph Crane of foul papers and cannot be 
safely compared with the text of the play in the Folio of 
1647, although that text was certainly printed from a stage 
original. 
The Beggars Bush1' is a case in point. The manuscript has 
been annotated for performance by a playhouse scrivener 
and has theatrical cuts. The text in the folio has been printed 
also from a theatrical prompt-book, but not from the original 
of the manuscript. The two texts have few significant differ- 
ences, but those differences are the measure of a certain 
amount of use on the stage of the folio version. The theory 
of increasing variation of theatrical texts according to 
amount of use seems perfectly confirmed by the differences 
between the texts of the folio of 1647 and that of 1679. The 
latter folio, which Waller and Glover12 use as the basis of 
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their edition, has made use of a much more stage-worn ver- 
sion, and these editors record more than a hundred variants 
in the text of The Beggars Bush in the folio and 1647 and 
that of 1679. There seems no way in which to account for 
these variants except actors' and managers' changes on the 
stage. 
The manuscript of The Elder Brother13 is written in the 
hand of a scribe, and there is no indication of stage use. The 
play, however, appears not only in manuscript but is printed 
in quarto in 1637 and 1651. The quarto was evidently set up 
from a prompt-book, the second quarto being printed from 
the first. Greg conjectures that in the printing of a third 
quarto (1661) use was made of an independent version. It 
may be, however, that we have to do in that issue with a 
more intelligent printer. Greg says definitely that the folio 
(of 1679) text is a careful reprint of the fifth quarto. There 
was no fifth quarto, but what he says may be true of a fourth 
quarto that appeared in 1678. The quartos, which print much 
verse as prose, agree pretty closely with the manuscript. 
Some point is made by Greg of the fact that the manuscript 
agrees sometimes with the quarto of 1637 and sometimes 
with that of 1651. This, however, seems to have come about 
because the printer of the latter has made certain easy cor- 
rections in the text he was reprinting and in these cases 
brought it into agreement with original readings present in 
the manuscript. The state of the manuscript seems to indi- 
cate that it is a scribe's transcript of a clean copy, and such 
collations as could be made or found indicate that the quarto 
was printed from a theatrical adaptation of that clean copy. 
The Honest Mans Fortune14 has points of interest. The oc- 
casion of the preparation of the manuscript is perfectly re- 
vealed. It is written throughout in the hand of a playhouse 
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scribe and is a transcript made for the revival of the play, 
which had been performed in 1613. In 1624 it was re-licensed 
by Sir Henry Herbert, "their original being lost." The manu- 
script itself is a revised version, since it removes inconsisten- 
cies, makes a few changes in language, omits one whole scene 
and avoids indecencies. I t  provides for a considerable num- 
ber of theatrical cuts and was itself a prompt-book. The lost 
original was, however, found and it served for copy in the 
printing of the play in the folio of 1647. It is a stage version of a 
considerable degree of degeneration and illustrates that proc- 
ess. Deductions have, however, been to some degree offset 
by conjectures as to revisions in the manuscript. 
Demetrius and Enanthe15 is a manuscript version of the 
play printed in the folio of 1647 under the title The Humor- 
ous Lieutenant. The manuscript is in the hand of the scrive- 
ner Ralph CraneXa and is elaborate in stage directions and 
chirography, but shows no evidence of use on the stage. The 
folio, on the other hand, has been censored, prepared for act- 
ing and cut. It was certainly printed from a prompt-book. 
Crane may have worked from a theatrical version and one 
does not know what editorial changes he may have made; but 
disregarding that factor, the two texts offer a perfect example 
of what use on the stage might do to a literary original. 
The Woman's Prize, or The Tamer Tam'dlT appears in the 
Beaumont and Fletcher Folio of 1647, a version printed from 
a prompt-copy if one may judge from the practical nature of 
the stage directions. From this point of view the manuscript 
version seems similarly derived, but the folio has been more 
carefully marked for stage presentation. The fact that there 
are some variations in stage directions and some dserences 
in texts makes it probable that the folio shows the greater 
stage modification of the two. 
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Dramatic manuscripts of plays by other authors than Beau- 
mont and Fletcher of which there happen to be related docu- 
ments for comparison yield a good deal of information about 
the effects of staging and are worth reviewing. 
The  Countly Captain by William Cavendish, duke of New- 
castle" was printed by Samuel Browne at The Hague in 
1649. There are no collations available, and both versions are 
difficult to consult. Sir Walter Greg regards The Hague ver- 
sion as revised. 
The manuscript of The Court Secret by Shirleylg is re- 
garded by Sir Walter Greg as a transcript of foul papers. The 
play was printed in Shirley's Six New Plays (1663) where it  is 
stated that the play was "Never acted, but prepared for the 
scene at Black-Friers." The play in manuscript is extensively 
revised, probably by the author, but, strangely enough, these 
revisions do not appear in the printed play. The  Court Secret 
was on the stage in the repertory of the King's Company, and 
the printed version seems to have been set up from a prompt- 
book. I t  is hard to see what Shirley could have meant by his 
statement that the play was never acted. An edition for the 
Malone Society by Rebecca G. Haworth has not been found. 
Of Hengist King of Kent, or The Mayor of  Queenborough 
by Middleton'' there are two manuscripts, both written by 
the same scribe apparently from the same original. Both have 
the features of prompt-books-actors' names for characters, 
indicated deletions, prompter's stage directions. Both must 
be the scribe's copies of a prompt-book. The play was entered 
in the Stationers' Register, September 4, 1646, and again on 
February 13, 1661. During the latter year a quarto of The  
Mayor of Quinboraugh was ~ublished as having been "acted 
with much applause at Black-Fryers by His Majesties Ser- 
vants." The printed version is fuller than that of the manu- 
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script and has a different ending not thought by Bald to be 
Middleton's. Bald conjectures that the quarto was printed 
from a private transcript. This, however, is subject to some 
doubt in view of evidence in the quarto version of stage 
alteration. The printed version is moreover simpler than that 
of the manuscript and has many synonymous variants. The 
quarto text may very well rest on a stage version later and 
more greatly altered than that of the manuscript. 
The Inconstant Lady by Arthur Wilson" appears in three 
different manuscripts: (1) the Lambarde volume, Folger 
Shakespeare Library, thought by Bald to be an early version 
of the play; (2) Bodl. MS. Rawlinson Poet, 8, regarded as a 
presentation copy in the author's hand, and (3) Bodl. MS. 
Rawlinson Poet. 128, apparently a badly degenerated stage 
version with theatrical cuts amounting to one-fourth to one- 
third of the play, with mislineation and garbling of the text. 
Bald regards it as a "bad" quarto. If so, it would seem to be 
an eighteenth-century transcript of a stage-worn original, 
particularly because, when its corruptions permit it to do so, 
it agrees with the two older manuscripts. 
John of Bo~deaux'~ shows all the evidences of use on the 
stage: inconsistencies in plot, confusion of blank verse and 
prose, insertion of actors' name, abbreviation and stylistic 
chaos. It  is a copy by what Renwick calls an ignorant scribe, 
and five other hands besides his appear in the manuscript. 
There is no other version of the play with which that of the 
manuscript can be compared, and the sole reason for men- 
tioning it here is that its state is such that certain inferences 
may be safely drawn. Renwick dates it 1590-1594. 
The copying of The Tragedy of NeroZ3 was apparently di- 
vided among six digerent copyists, with corrections by still 
another hand. There is no trace of censorship or of use on the 
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stage, and one can only conjecture that it is a transcript for 
some special purpose of the author's original. The anonymous 
quarto, however, of 1624 (reprinted in 1633) is cIear1y set up 
from a theatrical version. It shows a number of cuts such as 
are found in stage plays and also changes words for the 
worse in the text. These of course may not be chargeable to 
the players, but, as we have already seen, are a customary 
feature of stage versions. 
The manuscript of The Poor Man's Comfort by Dabornez4 
is, according to Sir Walter Greg, written in a literary hand, 
not Daborne's, one hand throughout. I t  shows no trace of 
censorship and no markings that would indicate use on the 
stage. A quarto edition, certainly printed from a playhouse 
copy, appeared in 1655. Swaen's edition follows the quarto 
text, but supplies a partial collation with the manuscript. This 
quickly reveals that the stage directions of the manuscript 
copy are deficient, shows also that there have been some 
changes in the assignment of speeches and some theatrical 
cuts made in the folio. Our interest lies in the textual changes 
in the quarto. 
The Royal Slave by William Cartwrig11tz5 appears in five 
different rnanu~cripts~~ and in three seventeenth-century edi- 
tions, two in quarto (Oxford, 1637, 1640), and one in octavo 
in Cartwright's collected works in 1651. The situation is spe- 
cial. The manuscripts have no indications of having been on 
the stage, and the printed version is the author's final form. 
I t  does, however, have something to say about the finishing 
of a play. 
I t  was of course necessary that the Iarge body of Eliza- 
bethan and Stuart plays in manuscript should be subjected 
to examination before it could be said that all plays were ha- 
bitually changed by the companies that acted them. It was 
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found that a majority of the manuscript plays afforded no 
factual evidence. A study of the remainder, however, con- 
firms the opinion that plays were customarily altered when 
put on the stage and reveals the expected nature and extent 
of stage alteration and thus falls in line with the well known 
deductions drawn from printed plays. Some manuscript plays 
show great changes; others, changes in lesser degrees. 
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